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Abstract 

This presentation covers the strategy and analysis of an experiment to characterize a gas tungsten arc 
welding process. The experiment combined four uncontrolled noise factors and four controlled 
process parameters. A nontraditional response surface design was employed. Multiple responses were 
modeled. Optimal settings for the process parameters to successfully weld the widest range of the 
pertinent product features were identified. Thus, the process was made "robust" against "noise" 
factors. Comparisons are made between the experimental and analytical approach taken versus the 
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Taguchi style of experimentation and analysis. This comparison is mainly done with respect to the 
information gained, such as product design criteria, incoming material specifications, and process 
adjustments for nonconforming material.

 

 

 

* Operated for the United States Department of Energy under contract number 

DE-AC04-76-DP00613

Ó Copyright AlliedSignal Inc., 1998.

INTRODUCTION 

Incoming material specifications/tolerances are usually set without regard for, or empirical knowledge 
of, the interplay (interaction) between incoming material and process parameter settings. In many 
instances the variability of the incoming material makes the optimization of the manufacturing process 
difficult. This leads to a common argument given by process engineers against using designed 
experiments. "You can optimize the process this week. But, if you change the incoming lot material 
next week, the process will no longer be optimal."

In this paper we show how to find process parameter settings that will make the manufacturing 
process robust against a wide range of incoming material characteristics. This range of incoming 
material characteristics is also identified. In addition, if the incoming material does not conform within 
this range, a guide is established to enable the adjustment of the process parameters so a successful 
production operation can be performed. 

 

WELDING PROCESS 

An intermittent wire fee gas tungsten arc welding process is used to weld two metal parts together. 
The parts have two dimensional and two offset characteristics of interest that previous studies have 
shown to influence the welding process. The dimensions are flange height and flange thickness, and 
the offset characteristics are gap and step, as illustrated in Diagram I. These four parameters are 
viewed as incoming material parameters of the welding process.

Diagram I. Part and Offset Dimensions

Flange 

Thickness
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Flange Height Step 

 

Gap

 

Previous studies have also identified four welding process parameters as potentially significant. These 
parameters are current, voltage, travel speed, and dab rate. The current and voltage refer to the 
amount of electrical power. Travel speed refers to the speed at which the weld point travels along the 
interface between the two parts. Dab rate refers to the feeding mechanism of the filler wire into the 
weld pool. One such cycle is referred to as a dab and the dab rate is measured in the number of dabs 
per minute.

Since the flange thickness and flange height are functions of previous machining operations, variation 
exists both within and between parts with respect to these two dimensions. Likewise, gap and step are 
functions of manufacturing processes, so they too have variation within and between units. Several 
questions were raised with respect to the relationships between the process parameters and product 
variation. 

1. What is the largest envelope of the four product dimensions of interest in which the units can 
still be successfully welded? 

2. What is the functional relationship, in this envelope, between the product dimensions and the 
welding parameters which will result in a successful weld? 

3. What is the largest envelope of the four product dimensions of interest in which the units can be 
successfully welded with all four of the process parameters fixed? 

4. What are the values of the four welding parameters that will achieve this largest envelope, 
described in (3)? 

The answers to questions one and two will establish whether a particular unit can be welded together 
or not. The cost of the units at this point of the manufacturing process is in the thousands of dollars. It 
is therefore extremely important to establish the tolerances of the incoming material which will yield 
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successful welds. These tolerances will then be passed on to the machining operations which produce 
the flange and contribute to the offset dimensions. It is also extremely important to know precisely 
how to set the welding parameters for a successful weld, since it is a one-try-only situation.

Ideally the welding process parameters will not need to be adjusted for every unit welded. This will 
allow for a higher production rate and a lower probability of incorrect parameter settings. Thus, the 
answers to questions three and four are important. In addition, since the four product characteristics 
(flange height, flange thickness, gap, and step) vary within a unit, and, since it is nearly impossible to 
adjust the welding parameter settings during a weld, the welding parameter settings must allow for 
these variations. If the four product characteristics fall within this envelope, the welding parameter 
settings identified in answering question four will result in a successful weld.

A successful weld is one which results in a minimum weld penetration of 0.03 inch. At the same time, 
the surface temperature is to be minimized, with an upper bound of 500° F at 0.3 inch from the 
weld site.

KEY PROCESS ISSUES 

Several issues were key to this investigation. One issue was to evaluate the impact of the product 
variability and to identify a fixed set of welding parameters that would successfully weld the units 
together regardless of this variation. This type of evaluation is identical in purpose to a Taguchi 
parameter design with a process parameter matrix and a noise factor matrix. For each combination 
contained in the process parameter matrix, a complete noise matrix is run. The average and standard 
deviations of the results from each of the complete noise matrix/process parameter combination are 
then used to find the best combination of the process parameters that zeroes the process on target and 
minimizes the variability of the responses.

A second issue was to identify the largest envelope of the four product dimensions which can be 
successfully welded when all four of the process parameters are fixed. This is different than the first 
issue, but is related to it. In the first issue, the amount of variability of the product, or incoming 
material, is predetermined, as in the Taguchi parameter design. Finding the largest envelope of product 
variability that a fixed set of process parameters could successfully weld is not covered in that 
experimental design. The answer to this issue would then be used to establish incoming material 
specifications.

A third issue was to identify the required tolerances on the identified fixed set of process parameters. 
This type of evaluation is similar in purpose to a Taguchi tolerance design. A Taguchi tolerance design 
consists of perturbing the process parameters about all of combinations of the process parameters, 
where each combination is taken from a matrix of combinations called the "Inner Array Matrix." A set 
of perturbations about a given combination from the Inner Array is called an "Outer Array Matrix." 
The average and standard deviations of the results from each of the complete Outer Array Matrix are 
then used to find the best combination of the process parameters that zeroes the process on target and 
minimizes the effects of the allowable process parameter tolerances. But in our situation, this set of 
"allowable" process parameter tolerances was to be identified, also. Identifying the allowable process 
parameter tolerances is not covered by a Taguchi tolerance design.

A fourth issue was to identify the functional relationship between the process and incoming material 
parameters with the response variables. The desire here is the knowledge of how to adjust the process 
parameters according to a given set of incoming material parameters. This would allow for the 
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adjustment of the process parameters to successfully weld a unit whose material parameters are 
outside the established incoming material specifications. This would allow us to reduce scrap and 
rework. There is no Taguchi design which yields this information.

EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY 

A response surface design would satisfy all of the above issues. Contour plots would show the 
relationship between the incoming material or product parameters and the process parameters. This 
would identify the fixed set of process parameter setting that would allow the largest envelope of the 
incoming material dimensions to be successfully welded and, at the same time, identify this envelope of 
the incoming material dimensions. The plots would also identify the widest possible dimensions of the 
incoming material which could still be successfully welded. The process parameter setting to produce 
these welds would also be identified. In addition, response surface designs and the resulting contour 
plots would enable one to find process parameter settings that would allow for adequate weld 
penetration while minimizing the surface temperature, for the different combinations of the product 
parameters. It is harder to optimize multiple responses with Taguchi designs and methods.

Response surface designs, such as the Box-Behnken and central composite design, are second order 
designs. In the welding process there were some three-way interactions of interest. For example, 
would a high current and a high voltage combination overcome a wide gap and allow for an adequate 
weld penetration? Would a high current, a high voltage, and a small flange thickness (a small flange 
thickness would have little heat sinking capabilities) result in an extremely high surface temperature?

The extremes of the responses, i.e., the deepest weld penetration, the highest surface temperature, 
etc., were assumed to occur at the extremes of the parameter settings. Thus, the response surface is 
strictly increasing, or strictly decreasing, in any given direction. If it could be assumed that the 
curvature of the response surface was insignificant, then a two-level fractional factorial design would 
be sufficient. Center points could be included and used to test for and estimate the amount of 
curvature.

It was decided to run a 28-2 fractional factorial, subdivided into 8 blocks. Nine center points, one at 
the beginning and every block thereafter, were also run. The center points would be used to test for 
curvature and for an estimate of pure error. Since the entire experiment would take several days, the 
center points would also be used to detect any process drift during the experiment. This design is a 
resolution V design. However, the blocks are confounded with two-way interactions. If the center 
points identified a drift, this drift would be adjusted for, block-by-block. Care was taken so the three-
way interactions of concern were not aliased with other interactions that would likely be significant. 
Table I contains the parameters of the experiment and their levels. The levels were based on past 
history, engineering judgment, and prior experiments. 

 

Table I. Welding Experiment

Parameters
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In the above table, the abbreviations are Ft = Flange thickness, Fh = Flange height, 

C = Current, V = Voltage, G = Gap, S = Step, and Ts = Travel speed. Current is in amps, voltage is in 
volts, travel speed is in inches per minute, dab rate is in dabs per minute, and all other parameters are 
in inches.

Metal coupons were machined to represent the units. This avoided the use of actual units during the 
experiment, the cost of which would have precluded the experiment. Even so, the cost and time 
involved in producing the coupons (the flange height and flange thickness had to be controlled to tight 
tolerances for the experiment) would only allow for a few extra coupons beyond this experiment to 
confirm the results. Thermocouples were attached to the coupons and surface temperatures were 
recorded, during the welding process, at 0.2 and 0.3 inch away from the weld site. After being welded 
the coupons were cross-sectioned and the weld penetrations measure.

During production, the flange height and thickness on one half of the unit would probably be different 
than the flange height and thickness on the other half. Thus it would be unlikely to have the extremes 
of the experiment exist simultaneously on both halves of the unit. Nevertheless, it was decided to 
match the flange heights and to match the flange thickness on both halves during the experiment. This 
would simplify the experiment and give conservative estimates of the incoming material tolerances. 
The contour plots could be used as a process parameter design guide. The plots would identify the 
process setting necessary to weld a unit with characteristics outside the desired envelope. These 
settings would be conservative in that the "mismatch" of the two flanges would actually yield lower 
surface temperatures and higher weld penetrations than predicted using just the worst case of the two 
flanges.

  

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Fifteen of the thermocouples, at the 0.2-inch distance, were blown off the coupons by excessive heat. 
All fifteen coincided with the slow travel speed. Fortunately none of the thermocouples at the 0.3-inch 
distance were effected. By using the results of the thermocouples at the 0.3-inch distance, it was 
concluded that the travel speed was the cause of the extreme high heat.

The measurements of the 9 coupons welded at the center point values were charted. The charts of the 
surface temperature at 0.2 and 0.3 inch, and the chart of the weld penetration are Charts I, II, and III, 
respectively. The charts show no evidence of any manufacturing process drift during the experiment. 
Table II contains the averages and standard deviations of the measurements of these 9 coupons.

Table II. Center Points

Level Ft Fh S G C V Ts Dr

+1 .045 .042 .20 .015 65 9.4 20 525

-1 .020 .027 .00 .000 45 8.2 10 475
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Average Standard Deviation

Surface Temp. @ 0.2" 740° F 32° F

Surface Temp. @ 0.3" 524° F 16° F

Weld Penetration 0.052" 0.002"
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Because of the results of using the slow travel speed, and the surface temperature averages of the 
center points, it was decided to base the analysis on the 32 data points where travel speed was 20 
inches per minute. By basing the analysis only on the data where travel speed was 20 inches per 
minute, the use of the center points for lack of fit tests is lost. Tests for curvature were also lost. In 
addition, the design is now a resolution IV design. Fortunately, no two-way or three-way interaction 
of main interest became aliased with other interactions of main interest. However, all the data could 
still be used to gain some additional insight as to how well the final models fit the interior of the 
parameter space.

Half-normal probability plots of the factor effects were plotted. The significant factors were then used 
in a stepwise procedure to form the response surface equations. 

Table III contains the response surface equations.

Table III. Response Surface Equations

No. of

Response Data Pts. Equations
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Dab rate was not found to be significant within its experimental range. The entries corresponding to 
64 data points took the entire data results into account, minus the center points. Otherwise, only the 
32 data points with travel speed at 20 inches per minute were used. The response surface equation for 
the weld penetration using all 64 data points was also found, but not included in the table.

Note that no three-way interactions were detected, excluding any that may have involved travel speed. 
However, one could argue that combining "noise" parameters and process parameters in the same 
experiment increases the likelihood of significant three-way interactions.

The models for surface temperature at 0.3 inch and for weld penetration, based on all 73 data points, 
had significant lack of fit at the .10 level but not at the .05 level of significance. However, all three 
response surface equations, based on the 32 data points, had sufficiently large R-square and F values 
for use as prediction equations. 

Tests for curvature, using all 73 data points, for the surface temperature at 0.3 inch and for weld 
penetration, indicated the presence of significant curvature, for both responses. Tests for curvature, 
essentially, compare the average of the center points to the average of the remaining 64 data points. 
Table I contains the averages of the center points. "The averages of the remaining 64 data points are 
551° F and .044 inch, for the surface temperature at 0.3 inch and the weld penetration, 
respectively. Hence, one could assume the response surface equations for the surface 
temperatures would, conservatively, yield higher predicted values than what would actually 
occur, when the parameter settings are interior to the experimental parameter space. 
Similarly, the predicted weld penetrations would be conservatively low.

By setting the product parameters at the worst case with respect to surface temperature, the effects of 
the different process parameter settings on surface temperature can be evaluated. Likewise, by setting 
the product parameters at the worst case with respect to weld penetration, the effects of the different 

Surface Temp. 
@ 0.2 Inches

32 T = 588 + 39V + 50C - 12S + 16FtG - 14CV,

R-Square = .89, F = 34

Surface Temp. 
@ 0.3 Inches

64 T = 551 - 142Ts + 53C + 37V - 21G - 6S + 21CV - 
21CTs.

R-Square = .97, F = 302

Surface Temp. 
@ 0.3 Inches

32 T = 409 + 32C - 16G + 17CV - 7CG + 11FtG,

R-Square = .93, F = 57

Weld

Penetration

32 P = .0388 - .0027Ft + .0018Fh + .0038C + .0021FtC

- .0013FtFh + .0011CV,

R-Square = .84, F = 23
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process parameter settings on weld penetration can be evaluated. Thus, a fixed set of process 
parameter settings can be identified to successfully weld the units on the largest possible envelope of 
the product parameters. If the contour plots did not indicate a set of process parameter values that 
would successfully weld the worst case of the product parameter values, then decreasing the severity 
of the product parameter values would have to be done. Insight on how to decrease the severity of the 
product parameter values, and still obtain the largest envelope of these values, could be gained from 
the response curve equations and/or contour plots where the product parameter values are not fixed. 
Contour Plots I - VIII have the product parameters set at the worst case and show the effects of the 
process parameters, based on the response surface equations.

Contour Plots I and II show the difference between travel speed settings at 10 and 

20 inches per minute on the surface temperature at 0.3 inch. The contour plot with travel speed at 20 
inches per minute indicates a lesser influence of current at low voltage settings, as compared to the 
contour plot with travel speed at 10 inches per minute. In addition, the overall temperature average at 
20 inches per minute is about 250° F less.

Contour Plots II and III show the difference between the model based on all 64 data points and the 
model based on the 32 data points with travel speed set 20 inches per minute. A like comparison for 
the weld penetration was also made, with similar results. This gives an indication that little harm was 
done by basing the results on only the data with the travel speed set at 20 inches per minute.

Contour Plots III and IV show the difference between the surface temperature at 0.3 and 0.2 inch. The 
contour plot of the surface temperature at 0.3 inch indicates a lesser influence of current at low 
voltage settings, as compared to the contour plot of the surface temperature at 0.2 inch. In addition, 
the overall surface temperature average at 0.3 inch is about 200° F less.

Contour Plot V shows the influence of the current and voltage on the weld penetration, with the 
product parameters set at their worst combination for penetration. The worst combination for weld 
penetration is not the worst combination for surface temperature. From this contour plot, voltage did 
not significantly influence the amount of weld penetration, within the range explored in this 
experiment.

Contour Plots VI - VIII are the upper 95% confidence bounds on surface temperature and the lower 
95% confidence bound on weld penetration, for individual units. The confidence bounds take into 
account both the variation of the error and variation in the parameter effect estimates.

Therefore, by setting the travel speed at 20 inches per minute, the voltage at 8.2 volts, the current at 
65 amps, and the dab rate anywhere in the experimental range, we can successfully weld the units 
under any combination of the product parameters, within the range of the parameters used in the 
experiment. The minimum weld penetration is considerably larger than the 0.03-inch requirement. The 
maximum surface temperature, at 0.3 inch is also considerably less than 500° F.

  

SUMMARY 

We have shown how to combine "noise" factors and process parameters in a "classical" experimental 
design. Since three-way interactions were a concern and curvature estimation a lesser concern, an 
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appropriate design was chosen. Response surfaces were used to explore the experimental range of the 
noise factors that could be successfully accommodated by the manufacturing process. The 
corresponding process parameter settings, required for a quality product, were identified. In addition, 
an envelope can be found of the "noise" factors that does not require constant changing of the process 
parameters. Thus, incoming material specifications can be established. Process parameter setting can 
be found that makes the manufacturing process "robust" against the "noise" factors. Appropriate 
tolerances can then be established for the process parameter settings. Product design information is 
also gained. Finally, if the incoming material dimensions fall outside their specifications, information 
on how to adjust the process parameters to still manufacture an acceptable product was found.
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